
                        STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
  

MEETING DETAILS 

Club: Wanganui Jockey Club 
Date: Saturday, 26 November 2022 
Weather: Cloudy 
Track: Heavy 8 / Slow 7 following Race 1 
Rail: Out 2 metres 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chairman), V Algar, K Coppins 
Vet: T Pearce BVSc BAgSc 
Typist: B Gutsell 

 

SUMMARY    

Suspensions: Nil   

Fines: Race 3 L Kauri SOOWIN 
Excessive use of the whip [Rule 638(3)(g)(i)] $250 

Warnings: Race 
 
Race 
 
Race 

1 
 
2 
 
7 

J Kamaruddin VALINOR 
Shifting ground 1250 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
S O’Malley HAVARTI 
Shifting ground 800 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)]  
L Allpress SWEETJINEEN 
Shifting ground first bend [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Protests: Nil   

Request for Ruling: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race 8 WHEELITIN 
Must barrier trial to Stewards satisfaction 

Follow Up: Nil   

Rider Changes: Nil   

Late Scratchings: Race 8 WHEELITIN 
At 4.49pm on Veterinary advice (at barriers) 

Medical Certificates:  

Swabbing: PLATINUM SIXTY SIX, INCA BELLE, PRIORESS, ROCKET SCIENCE, THE TRUE BELIEVER, LA FLORA 
BELLE, CHARMS STAR, SWEET JINEEN, EXQUISITE PEARL 

 

GENERAL 

Nothing to report 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY 

Nothing to report 

 
 

RACE COMMENTS 

Race 1 DAVE HOSKIN CARRIERS MAIDEN 1340 

THE FAT LADY SINGS (L Douglas) - Slow to begin. 
 
PLATINUM SIXTY SIX (K Asano) - Began awkwardly crowding TAMBERI.  
 



LADY POSH (S O’Malley) - Began awkwardly losing ground then commenced to over-race having to be restrained for 
some distance.  
 
VALINOR (J Kamaruddin) - Shifted out abruptly shortly after the start having to be corrected by its rider, with MY 
BIBBY being forced wider on the track. Raced keenly through the early and middle stages. 
 
TAMBERI (Y Kumagai) - Contacted then crowded at the start losing ground. 
 
MY BIBBY (K Hercock) - Forced wider on the track shortly after the start. Raced three wide without cover throughout. 
 
THE OTHER BROTHER (A Mudhoo) - Crowded and checked near the 1250 metres. Was unable to take advantage of a 
narrow run near the 200 metres and a short distance further had to steady when VALINOR (J Kamaruddin) shifted in 
under pressure. J Kamaruddin was advised to exercise greater care and to straighten his mount sooner than he did on 
this occasion.  
 
MARTINA DIVA (J Mudhoo) - Raced wide without cover throughout. Forced over extra ground on the home turn. 
 
CRACKERJACK (C Dell) - Made the home turn awkwardly and shifted out forcing MARTINA DIVA over extra ground.  
 
J Kamaruddin (VALINOR) - Issued with a warning when allowing VALINOR to shift ground inwards when not fully clear 

of THE OTHER BROTHER which was crowded and steadied near the 1250 metres.  

 

Following the running of this race the official track conditions were upgraded to Slow 7. 

 

Race 2 PLATINUM HOMES 3YO 1200 

HAVARTI (S O’Malley) - Underwent a Veterinary examination at the barriers and was cleared to start. 
 
TIME FLIES (L Allpress) - Began awkwardly and was then crowded shortly after the start losing ground. 
 
PAPA SURF (F Lazet) - Buffeted shortly after the start when runners either side shifted ground. Raced wide without 
cover through the early stages and was then improved forward to sit outside the leader near the 600 metres. Lay 
inwards under pressure throughout the home straight. 
 
MAKETAWA LASS (T Taiaroa) - Raced ungenerously through the early and middle stages. Placed in restricted room 
having to be steadied when HAVARTI shifted in when not fully clear approaching the 800 metres.  
 
STOLEN SPIRIT (A Mudhoo) - Had to be steadied when improving onto the heels of MAKETAWA LASS near the 800 
metres which then went back on to BENEFACTOR which shifted out to avoid that runner's heels and in doing so 
dictated GUESSING GAME outwards over extra ground. 
 
GUESSING GAME (K Hercock) - Dictated over extra ground near the 800 metres.  
 
MARBLE ARCH (M Hudson) - Raced greenly throughout the final straight. 
 
S O’Malley (HAVARTI) - Issued with a warning when allowing HAVARTI to shift ground inwards near the 800 metres 
when not fully clear of MAKETAWA LASS which was steadied. When assessing the interference Stewards took into 
account the tendency of HAVARTI to race greenly when reaching the lead. 
 

Race 3 SOUND ELECTRICAL 1200 



MORE THAN WORDS (F Lazet) - Began awkwardly shifting in and crowding LA QUERIDA. Commenced to race keenly 

through the early and middle stages. When questioned regarding the performance rider could offer no tangible 

excuse. 

 
LA QUERIDA (D Bradley) - Slow to begin and was then crowded losing ground. 
 
GURTLYN (A Mudhoo) - Had to shift ground inwards approaching the 100 metres when attempting to improve then 
raced in restricted room over the final stages. 
 
L Kauri (SOOWIN) – Admitted a charge in that he struck his mount SOOWIN 6 times prior to the 100 metres. After 
considering penalty submissions the Adjudicative Committee imposed a fine of $250. 
 

Race 4 GAS & HEATING 1200 

DIVINE SPIRIT (K Asano) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground when runners either side shifted ground.  
 
IFNDOUBTGETOUT (J Mudhoo) - Raced keenly through the early stages. 
 
ROCKET SCIENCE (L Allpress) - Raced keenly through the early and middle stages. 
 
ICONIC LASS (A Mudhoo) - Held up over the concluding stages. 
 
MEHRTENS (L Kauri) - Tightened over the final stages when there was simultaneous movement from ROCKET SCIENCE 
(L Allpress) which shifted inwards and ICONIC LASS (A Mudhoo) which was being angled out in search of a clear run. 
After questioning riders, it was established that ICONIC LASS, when being angled outwards had made contact with the 
hind quarters of MEHRTENS momentarily unbalancing that runner immediately prior to ROCKET SCIENCE shifting 
inwards into the line of MEHRTENS passing the winning post. Riders L Allpress and A Mudhoo were shown footage of 
the final stages and advised to exercise more care when in similar circumstances. 
 

Race 5 PALAMOUNTAINS ANIMAL NUTRITION MAIDEN 2040 

PLENTY OF SUNSHINE (F Lazet) - Began awkwardly losing ground.  
 
MOMENTS LIKE THESE (M Singh) - Began awkwardly, shifting out forcing runners to its outside wider on the track.  
 
DO THE MATHS (S O’Malley) - Began awkwardly losing ground, then had to steady for some distance going into the 
back straight when in restricted room. 
 
THE TRUE BELIEVER (J Kamaruddin) - Slow to begin. Held up early in the final straight having to shift out to obtain 
clear running near the 250 metres. 
 
CANBITEABIT (R Elliot) - Became awkwardly placed on heels having to be steadied shortly after the start and was then 
crowded losing ground. 
 
HAALAND (C Dell) - Contacted shortly after the start and was then restrained behind runners to obtain cover. Hung 
outwards until early in the final straight when wide and then continued to race greenly thereafter.  
 
FOURTY EIGHT (A Mudhoo) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. 
 
LADY TELENA (L Kauri) - Held up for the majority of the home straight only gaining clear running near the 100 metres. 
L Kauri was shown footage of his ride in the presence of senior rider D Bradley after attempting to improve into a 
marginal run near the rail when there was insufficient room for him to do so. 
 



L Kauri (LADY TELENA) - Spoken to regarding his whip action in the home straight. 
 

Race 6 STEELFORM ROOFING GROUP WANGANUI CUP 2040 

PLATINUM INVADER (L Allpress) - Slow to begin. 
 
HUNTA PENCE (H Schofer) - Slow to begin. 
 
CHARMS STAR (K Asano) - Slow to begin. 
 
MONDORANI (F Lazet) - Slow to begin. 
 
THOMAS AQUINAS (M Singh) - Restrained behind runners to obtain cover shortly after the start after jumping from a 
wide barrier. 
 
HACKSAW RIDGE (A Mudhoo) - Restrained to obtain cover shortly after the start and was then inclined to over-race 
through the early and middle stages. When questioned regarding the performance rider advised the gelding had over-
raced and was better suited to more rain affected going. 
 
LILLY LAGUNA (M Hudson) - Raced three wide without cover in the early stages before improving forward to sit 
outside the leader near the 1000 metres. 
 

Race 7 WANGANUI MOTORS AND THE DYKE FAMILY 1600 

DUKE OF PLUMPTON (S Fisher) - Slow to begin. 
 
BELLACONTTE (S O’Malley) - Slow to begin. Raced keenly through the early and middle stages. 
 
AQUILA STAR (J Kamaruddin) - Steadied into the first turn when the pace ahead eased.  
 
FABLUE (K Hercock) - Had to be steadied into the first turn when SWEETJINEEN crossed when not fully clear. K 
Hercock advised that her mount had improved up onto the heels of SWEETJINEEN, nevertheless L Allpress was issued 
with a warning.  
 
REGAL ROCK (A Mudhoo) - Raced three wide without cover through the early stages and was then improved forward 
to sit outside the leader near the 850 metres. 
 
L Allpress (SWEETJINEEN) - Issued with a warning when shifting ground racing into the first turn when not fully clear 
of FABLUE which had to be steadied. 
 

Race 8 LOADERS WANGANUI 1600 

WHEELITIN (L Douglas) - Became fractious in the barriers and following a Veterinary examination was declared a late 
scratching at 4.49pm. Connections were advised the mare will now be required to barrier trial to the satisfaction of 
Stewards prior to racing next.  
 
OCEANIDES (K Asano) - Slow to begin.  
 
GOBUYIT (J Kamaruddin) - Slow to begin. Steadied when improving onto heels going into the first turn and in doing so 
shifted out hampering BLUE RATA QUEEN. 
 
BLUE RATA QUEEN (M Singh) - Hampered racing into the first turn. Came together and bumped with RISCHIO making 
the final turn.  
 



RISCHIO (M Hudson) - Came together and bumped with BLUE RATA QUEEN making the final turn.  

 
GINO (L Allpress) - Was inclined to lay in under pressure throughout the home straight and over the final stages 
shifted in abruptly when struck with the whip bumping with TRUSTWORTHY. Returned to the enclosure with blood 
present in the mouth consistent with having a small laceration. 
 
TRUSTWORTHY (F Lazet) - Shifted out under pressure over the concluding stages.  
 
URENUI (S O’Malley) - Placed in restricted room having to briefly steady near the 50 metres. 
 

 
Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment 
 


